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Introduction
  The study of traditional fishing methods is significant to enabling the sustainable development of Tonga. 
The island Kingdom of Tonga is surrounded by the ocean of which 360,700sq km is water. Hence Tonga’s 
livelihood is dependent on the sea, which had provided both sustenance and a source of living for her 
people. In this way the people had utilized their own cultural methods to survive the onslaught of nature 
and the challenges that comes with it. It’s vital then that the knowledge of such tradition be encouraged 
and sustained for our future generations.

  Under the UNESCO 2003 Convention on Safeguarding Intangible Cultural Heritage, it raised awareness 
on the importance of transmission of traditional knowledge and wisdom through recognition and awareness 
of our cultural heritage today. Continuity and life-long learning are aspects of the efforts to retain our 
unique culture.

  The purpose of this discourse is to promote awareness of our Tongan Traditional Fishing Methods to 
ensure the sustainability of food security from the ocean.

(Source: Palace Office, Nuku’alofa Tonga)

Tonga
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Background and History
  The island nation of Tonga is the only remaining Kingdom in the South Pacific. It  was a British 
Protectorate from 1900-1970 where it gained its full independence. Tongans are of Polynesian descent and 
are thought to have originated from South America and more recently South-East Asia. Tongans are strong 
with a heavily-built physique. The islands were once a great sea-faring nation who transversed the South 
Pacific Ocean in their Kaliasand conquered parts of the Fiji Islands and Samoa in their conquest for more 
land. 

‘Epeli Hau’ofa (1993) aptly stated that; 
“We should [NOT] be defined

 by the smallness of our Islands 
but by the Greatness of our Oceans.

We are the Sea.
We are the Ocean.
Oceania is Us.”

(Source: Oliver, D. (2002). “Polynesia in Early Historic Times”)

Geography
  The Kingdom of Tonga consists of one hundred and seventyislands, which are spread over 696sq km. 
There are only 37 islands, which are inhabited. Tonga is divided into four island groups of Tongatapu and 
‘Eua, Vava’u, Ha’apai and the two Niuas.

  The Tongan islands are also known as Oceanic islands because it is not surrounded by shallow water. The 
Tonga Trench or formerly known as the Tonga Deep passes East of Tonga moving towards the East of New 
Zealand with a depth of approximately six miles of Kermadec Islands between Tonga and New Zealand.
It is one of the deepest parts of the ocean floor.
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(Source: Magellan Geographix)

(Source: https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=photo+of+Tonga+trench&fr=yhs-mozilla-004&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-
004&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2F1.bp.blogspot.com%2F-2QfAl-jtHes%2FTYjLxc_1WCI%2FAAAAAAAAIjU%2FL5vQrDjgj64%2F
s1600%2FTonga%2Btrench%2B7400%2Bkm%2Bsouth%2Bof%2BAleutians.jpg#id=459&iurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.shorstmeyer.
com%2Fmsj%2Fgeo130%2Fslide_shows%2FRingofFire.gif&action=click)

  “The Tongan Islands run North and South in two parallel chains, the western volcanic and eastern coral-
line. The volcanic islands descend steeply into the sea, but the coral islands have barrier reefs round them.” 
(Wood; 1978;71)

Tonga Island
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Government
  Tonga is a Constitutional Monarchy and the current Monarch is His Majesty King Tupou VI. The Tongan 
Government consists of the King, Privy Council and Cabinet and the Judiciary with the Legislative 
Assembly. The Government sets laws and policies under the guidance of the Tongan Constitution. These 
constitutions govern maritime laws and protection of marine resources.

  Crown Law together with the Ministries of Lands & Survey together with the Environment Department, 
Fisheries and Tourism, Marine & Ports Division of the Ministry of Infrastructure have policies and 
regulations in place to protect  our marine resources such as the Environmental  Impact Act 2003, 
Declaration of Parks and Reserves Act, List of Special Management Areas (SMA) before any maritime 
activity can be licensed or take place. The legislative framework for maritime laws protects our marine 
environment.

Tongan Society and Culture
  The social structure of Tonga is hierarchical with the King as the head, followed by the Nobility and 
then the commoners at the lower end of the structure. This defines the cultural norms and societal ways in 
which we live.

Indigenous Knowledge Systems
  The Tongan traditional knowledge system has been the backbone of Tongan culture and society as it plays 
an important role in the daily lives of Tongans. It has provided ways and means for the undertaking of 
societal tasks and obligations to be met and successfully achieved. Acquiring such knowledge equips one 
with the ability to survive and live independently. One such knowledge system is the ability to attain the 
best of what the ocean has to offer. It seeks to align particular ways and approaches of fishing to get the 
best results. The fact that these knowledge systems have survived the test of time show that it does last 
long and can enable the achievement of sustainable development. Fua and Thaman write extensively on the 
need for Traditional Knowledge Systems to be established and respected.

The Fakalukuluku method
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Traditional Fishing Methods
  Fishing methods that were used traditionally were very significant for the upkeep and survival of the 
Tongan culture. Similarly these methods sought to enhance and maintain cultural values and norms, 
which are the foundation of life in the island. These values are respect (faka‘apa‘apa), humility (lototo), 
nurturing relationships (tauhi vaa) and loyalty (mamahi‘i me‘a). They are known in the Tongan system as 
the Four Golden Pillars (Faa’i Kavei Koula). In this way there is the certainty of the ocean thriving and 
producing more rather than being depleted of its resources. The traditional methods that are in existence 
are the embodiment of the values outlined and it is crucial that the fisherman applies respect, humility, 
loyalty and nurturing relationships in the process. Thus there are certain forms of fishing that highlights 
particular acts in the fishing process that enforces respect for the sea, the fish, the other fisherman and 
then there is humility to ask permission from the ocean to take of its bounty and the fish to allow it to be 
taken. At the same time one cannot fish selfishly for you are loyal to the survival of that natural habitat 
for a whole village even an island is dependent on it. And then there is the reciprocal nurturing of ones 
relationship with nature where there is a strong bond between the natural environment and the fisherman 
and one is obliged to strengthen this relationship. There are special chants sung before the fishing begins. 
It is a way of saying to the ocean and to the fish in particular that you come in peace and as a friend and 
will not in any way harm or destroy its natural habitat so it no longer survives.
    Thus is the nature and characteristic of the traditional methods of fishing.

  Here are some examples of traditional fishing methods in the Culture Mapping Planning and Policy 
Report for Tonga (Fua et al 2011):

Traditional Deep-Sea Fishing Methods

Traditional Coastal Fishing Methods

  The Fakamamaha method; a net is spread over a stretch of inshore sandbank at high tide, the two ends 
being fastened to separate rocks onshore. The fishing net functions as fish trap, and at ebb tide the fish are 
simply picked up with a knife or spear. This is the easiest method ofnet fishing.

  TheSilita method; requires special knowledge of the best fishing spots on a reef … moreover, the 
number of workers required is comparatively high (normally 3 or 4), depending on the size of the net 
and supplementary au employed. An au is a fish-driver, at least fifty yard or more in length, made from 
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splitting and plaiting green fringed coconut leaves with a large part of each split leaf left dangling, forming 
a fringe 2 or 3 feet deep. It takes at least three eight-hour days for two people to make a 50yard auand this 
requires renewal after ten days use. Normally, a net is positioned between the opposite ends of 2 parallel 
lines of two au, the netters then moving the two au towards each other to form an enclosure with the net, 
thus trapping the fish inside. Although Silita is quite an effective and easy way of catching fish with a 
surround net, the time and effort demanded in making an au are major constraints that discourage strictly 
commercial net-dash fishermen from utilizing the technique. (Halapua in Dieudonne;2002;129)

Silita fishing method
(Source:https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=photo+fishing+in+tonga&fr=yhs-
mozilla-004&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-004&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.beautifulpacific.
com%2Fpictures%2Ftonga%2FTonga-Holiday-03.jpg#id=9&iurl=http%3A%2F%2Fphotoappar
at.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2010%2F12%2FDSC_01231.jpg&action=close)

Fishing in Tonga Today
  Fishing has become more commercialized and less subsistent. It  caters for a large number of the 
population and the need for having more than necessary. It no longer binds the individual to nature and that 
there is a reciprocal relationship.

  Fishing becomes an expensive chore. It can only be done with modern tools and equipment. It is heavily 
reliant on western methods and techniques as well as western values of capitalism and private ownership. 
If the tools are not available then fishing cannot be done. There is no incentive, innovation and joy in the 
process. Thus, no “celebration” of the task. It becomes tedious and loses its worth. The fisherman is no 
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(Source:https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=photo+fi shing+in+tonga&fr=yhs-
mozilla-004&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-004&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.beautifulpacifi c.
com%2Fpictures%2Ftonga%2FTonga-Holiday-03.jpg#id=9&iurl=http%3A%2F%2Fphotoapparat.
org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2010%2F12%2FDSC_01231.jpg&action=close)

longer the skilled master fisherman, but rather dependent on luck and foreign aid. It cannot survive on its own. 
There is no skill to be passed down through the generations hence young people look for a popular pastime. 
It is no longer the popular culture where the bond between father and son or mother and daughter is created 
when both go out to fish and the novice learns from the expert. There is joy in the sharing of knowledge 
and wisdom in knowing that you contribute to that circle of life.

  The catch is no longer shared. Thus respect is gone and the environment is abused and left to fend for 
itself. There is no giving back to the environment. It is more take and more take. Theft from the sea occurs, 
as the highest bidder will acquire more supply. Fewer species of a particular fish or maritime resource are 
found.

(Source:https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=photo+fi shing+in+tonga&fr=yhs-
mozilla-004&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-004&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.beautifulpacifi c.
com%2Fpictures%2Ftonga%2FTonga-Holiday-03.jpg#id=9&iurl=http%3A%2F%2Fphotoapparat.
org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2010%2F12%2FDSC_01231.jpg&action=close
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  In 1994, Dr. Richard Cheshner (Dieudonne 2002; 130) called Tonga’s coral reefs, “a priceless Tongan 
heritage”. He pointed out that modern fishing methods were the cause for the decline in abundance of fish.

  As the resources decline so too is the health of the people. No longer are traditional cooking methods 
applied and organic and fresh produce available. The fish themselves are affected by climate change and 
globalization. This is the current situation.

  However in some of the outlying islands traditional methods are still seen and practiced and the people 
are not dependent on foreign goods. Their diet centers on the natural resources of the sea and there is still 
plentiful. There are less related diseases from imported and processed foodstuff. The traditional methods 
also help keep oneself fit and well and allows for much physical labor thus is good for the health. The 
traditional knowledge is still kept and is passed down from father to son.

  Fishermen now have very big monofilaments which they sometimes put across to a shallow lagoon or 
around a big thicket of branching coral. Then some of the fishermen go inside with poles and masks and 
break the coral to small pieces to frighten the fish into the nets. If it is shallow they wear shoes and break 
many small corals, too.

  Where living coral grow they form the homes, the underwater islands and villages, for many kinds of fish 
and shells and other things the Tongan people like to eat. Fishermen know the best fishing will be where 
the coral is very well developed and alive. Women and children know the best shells are found in places 
where there is live coral. This is true because the sea life of the shallow water areas of Tonga, depend on 
the living corals.

(Source:https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=photo+fi shing+in+tonga&fr=yhs-mozilla-004&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-
004&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.beautifulpacifi c.com%2Fpictures%2Ftonga%2FTonga-Holiday-03.jpg#id=9&iurl=http%3A%2F%2F
photoapparat.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2010%2F12%2FDSC_01231.jpg&action=close
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Pa Ika fi shing method
(Source:https://images.search.yahoo.com/yhs/search?p=photo+fi shing+in+tonga&fr=yhs-mozilla-004&hspart=mozilla&hsimp=yhs-
004&imgurl=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.beautifulpacifi c.com%2Fpictures%2Ftonga%2FTonga-Holiday-03.jpg#id=9&iurl=http%3A%2F%2
Fphotoapparat.org%2Fwp-content%2Fuploads%2F2010%2F12%2FDSC_01231.jpg&action=close)

Merging Traditional and Contemporary Fishing Methods
  Current practices will allow for the economy to grow whilst traditional methods will help sustain the 
natural resource. It will also help to empower the young generation to see the resource as a living being 
that is to be respected and nurtured. 

  The availability of traditional methods will empower the young generation to build on its strength and 
help sustain the environment through conservation methods. Education of such methods will also help 
prolong its survival and the survival of its people. The Education Act for Tonga states that all children 
aged 4 – 18 must be enrolled in school. The School Syllabus requires the teaching and learning of the 
Tongan Language, Culture & Society. Recently, the Niuafo’ou dialect is a university course taught at the 
University of the South Pacific – Tonga Campus. 

  Traditional Fishing Methods is part of the Tongan Studies syllabus and students are made aware of the 
importance of such methods.

A Korean Perspective
  The establishment of ICHCAP headquarters is evidential of the Republic of Korea’s effort to promote and 
sustain ICH especially their own. However because the Marine Biodiversity Institute of Korea (MABIK) 
only started in 2015, it mainly focuses on acquired research from abroad that will enable them to build and 
develop on Korea’s marine resources.

  It is encouraging to see that efforts are being made to safeguard some of Korea’s traditional fishing 
methods and culture, such as the Jeju Haenyeo presented by Chulin Yoo a Professor at the University of 
Jeju whereby it is evident that there are efforts to revive this fishing culture.
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Marine Biodiversity Institute of Korea (MABIK)

Entrance to the Sea(qua)rium where sample species are stored at MABIK
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Marine species stored at MABIK for research

Several species of coral stored at MABIK for research purposes
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  According to Dr. Youngdawng Moh of the Marine Biology Institute of Korea, they are more concerned 
with research and obtaining information and methods from abroad for their research in their quest to 
enhance sustainability of marine resources of Korea. MABIK, which was established a year and a half 
is still in its early stages and have yet to focus on acquiring traditional knowledge systems of marine 
biodiversity. 

Recommendations
These are some recommendations that should help to 
promote sustainable development of marine resources:

1. Promote awareness through the availability of international and regional 
    programs such as the CPI Program.
2. For countries to take ownership of their Cultural heritage and to help promote 
    and develop it.
3. Funding of such trainings and programs should be a priority by Governments, 
    International Organizations (i.e. United Nations, Pacific Community)
4. It is necessary to blend the traditional knowledge fishing with the existing new 
    knowledge of this century for the attainment of food security and sustainability.

Conclusion
  It is clear that we cannot achieve food security and sustainable economies without utilizing our own 
traditional knowledge systems as well as the new technological methods that are available for fishing. To 
be able to move forward with the times and new developments, we must find ways in which we can merge 
tradition and modernity, take what is good and what works in order to be able to preserve our marine 
resources for many more years to come.

  In order to empower our future generations, everyone must take ownership and be actively responsible to 
safeguard our traditional and cultural heritage.We must all recognize and be aware of our cultural heritage, 
pass down and transmit our traditional knowledge systems, continue and put into practice these methods to 
ensure a sustainable marine environment.
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Glossary
Kalia: Canoe
Founga Toutai: Fishing Methods
Fakalukuluku: Traditional rod fishing
Fakatele/Finaki: Nylon fishing method
Hi ‘Atu: Fishing method for Tuna
Hoka Tofua’a: Spear fishing of whale
Kaka/Uku Fonu: Sea Turtle fishing
No’o ‘Anga: Shark fishing method
Tauhele Fingota: Big clam fishing method
Tau Mangaa: Fishing of the Mangaa fish
Taumata’u: Fishing
Tukutuku: Type of fishing technique
Uku Feke: Fishing diving method for octapus
Ala Kuku/To’o: Mussels and clams fishing method
Fa Kuku/To’o: See Ala Kuku/To’o
Hihi Fingota: Opening of shellfish
Mo e Kaloa’a: Fishing method using feet to dig up shellfish
Tufi Tukumisi: CollectingSea Urchin
Tuki Hulihuli: Fishing method
Fakahe Te’epupulu: Cutting open sea cucumber
Fua Kolukalu: Jellyfish
Hele Muli’one: Type of sea cucumber
Tu’u Lomu: Collection of lomu
Tolo: Fishing method
Fakamata: Gather shellfish
Tauta’a: Fishing method
Tuotua: Fishing method
‘Aukava: Fishing method using kava plant
A’a Feke: Octapus
Ama/Pa: Using a lit torch to find fish
Pola: Fishing method used in 
Huhuhuhu: Fishing method
Ta Oo/Toke/’Ufu: Fishing of small fish including eel
Tuli Paka: Chasing crabs
Tauhele Tupa: Crab traps
Uloa: Fishing method using coconut leaves
Sili/Kupenga: Method of using fishing nets
Tata: Fishing method
Velo: Spear fishing

Name Age/Profession Village/Institution 
Mr. Sione Teisina Fuko 66/ Retired Politician, 

Fisherman 
Ha’ano, Ha’apai, Tonga 

Dr. Youngdawng Moh Researcher MABIK, Korea 
Mr. Lusa Pita TownOfficer, Traditional 

Knowledge Keeper 
Kolofo’ou, Niuafo’ou, 
Tonga 


